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TOWARD A HAND-HELD LASER RANGE SCANNER:

INTEGRATING OBSERVATION-BASED MOTION COMPENSATION

P. H�ebert and M. Rioux

Visual Information Technology Group

National Research Council of Canada

Ottawa, Canada K1A 0R6

ABSTRACT

Although laser range sensors based on sequential scanning can provide accurate measurements in stable operation,
the recovered surface geometry becomes noisy and distorted when sensors are hand-held. To compensate for camera
motion, some currently existing prototypes integrate a positioning device. Unfortunately, these may not be accurate
and fast enough. To circumvent this problem, a method that can compensate for motion distortion is proposed. The
principle consists in using the measured shape geometry as a reference frame in 3-D space. The method is based
on the collection of a redundant set of crossing pro�les. Each surface pro�le is measured in a very short period of
time such that distortion of the pro�le is negligible. It is assumed that the perturbation error due to motion, a�ects
inter-pro�le positioning only. Then, the set of rigid crossing pro�les are �tted together by moving them such as
to minimize the pro�le intersection spacings. Experiments show that errors in the geometry can be reduced to the
order of magnitude of the sensor error. The method can be integrated in the design of a hand-held sensor or as a
complementary post-processing stage for improving measurement accuracy when using a sensor positioning device.

Keywords: hand-held camera, laser range sensor, motion compensation, pro�le registration

1. INTRODUCTION

Although laser range sensors based on sequential scanning can provide accurate measurements in stable operation,
the recovered surface geometry becomes noisy and distorted when sensors are hand-held. This might appear as a
limitation of sequential scanners. Nevertheless, this problem is much more general in 3-D modeling. In order to
measure and build a 3-D model of an object with a single range sensor, several sets of measurements from di�erent
viewpoints must in general be gathered. The measuring process is also essentially sequential.

Using a single sensor, one usually captures a range image in stable position then moves repeatedly the object or the
sensor to scan the whole surface of interest. After that process is completed, range data from di�erent viewpoints are
integrated in a common reference frame and data redundancy can be eliminated if necessary.1{3 The integration is
possible when a very accurate positioning device, such as a CMM, is used to provide the spatial relationship between
the sets of measurements. It is also possible when a faster and simpler device (optical, mechanical, electromagnetic,
inertial) is used, or even when the user provides manually an estimate of those spatial relationships. Though, in these
last two cases, it is necessary to proceed to a global registration of the overlapping 3-D measurement sets to reduce
integration error. The correction is based on the assumption that the observed shape is rigid and static during the
whole scanning process.

To avoid using a positioning device and still automate the system, one must tackle the problem of correspondence
between measurement sets. That problem is very di�cult in the general case and has been addressed for \dense"
range image data4 as well as in passive stereo where 3-D models can be built from a sequence of images.5 In many
cases, arti�cial landmarks are added to facilitate correspondence6 but this practice is not always possible or desirable.

The current challenge is the improvement of the exibility of the scanning/integration stage in modeling. Using
a hand-held sensor, one can freely move the sensor to collect 3-D measurements and reduce the acquisition and
integration time. One requirement is a sensor that can collect sets of 3-D measurements in a very short period
of time to reduce distortion due to hand shaking. This requirement is met by many pro�le range sensors such as
the Biris sensor7,8 which can collect pro�les at 60 Hz. Some prototypes or commercial versions of fast active range
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image sensors have also been developed.9{11 A second requirement is the availability of positioning devices that
are compact, fast, and accurate enough compared with the sensors. This requirement seems not to be met yet. A
clear example of the problem appears in results presented and discussed by Fisher et al 12 where an electromagnetic
positioning device is used to integrate surface pro�les from a hand-held sensor in a common reference frame. To
reduce the error, an average �ltering post-processing is proposed. Unfortunately, it signi�cantly blurs surface details
of the imaged object.

To solve the problem of automatic integration of range measurements while avoiding the necessity for an e�cient
positioning device, it is proposed, in this paper, to develop a pro�le registration method that can be applied after
having collected a redundant set of crossing pro�les on a surface. The method is based on an adaptation of range
image registration methods to pro�les.

Capturing simple patterns composed of a pro�le or eventually a set of pro�les o�ers even more advantages such as
allowing one to adapt scanning to the geometry of the observed object surface and avoids collecting a huge amount
of redundant data during continuous scanning. The registration of a set of pro�les collected by a laser range sensor
is developed in the following section. Simulations as well as experimental results are presented in Sect. 3. Section 4
exposes a discussion on the results and perspectives.

2. PROFILE REGISTRATION

A pro�le Pi is a set of ordered range measurements in a plane. For instance, a pro�le may result from the intersection
of a light plane with the observed surface. In the following, a pro�le Pi is represented as a set of coordinates,
(xin; 0; zin), in the sensor reference frame where n is the index of the nth pro�le measurement. Each surface pro�le
is measured in a very short period of time such that distortion of the pro�le is negligible. Figure 1 (a) illustrates
the collection of a series of pro�les from di�erent positions with respect to a global reference frame Rg. Each pro�le
Pi is measured in the sensor reference frame Rs at position i. The spatial relationship between Rsi and Rg is given
by the transformation Ti. It is assumed that the perturbation error due to motion a�ects inter-pro�le positioning.
Then, the set of rigid crossing pro�les are �tted together by moving them such as to minimize the pro�le intersection
spacings.

2.1. Pro�le Correspondence

Many algorithms and their variants have been proposed for range image registration. Actually, one should specify
range image registration re�nement since an initial estimate of the spatial relationship is assumed to be given.
Among the algorithms that do not necessarily require feature extraction, there are the iterative closest point (ICP)
algorithm,13 its robust variants,14 and tangent plane based variants that allow two surfaces to slide along each
other.15 Other methods in speci�c application conditions, and where no feature needs to be extracted have also
been proposed.16 One distinction between registration algorithms stems from the evaluation of an objective function
describing the quality of the �t between the overlapping surfaces.

In the case of planar pro�les in 3-D space, one must also �rstly verify that the pro�les overlap, or more speci�cally
cross, on the object surface. As illustrated in Fig. 1 (b), two pro�les cross if their bounded scanning planes intersect.
Since the spatial relationship is not exact, two pro�les Pi and Pj cross each other but do not necessarily intersect or
touch at a common point. The ICP based algorithms match the closest point in an image with a given point in an
overlapping reference image in order to estimate the �tting error. For two crossing pro�les, the closest points on each
pro�le are searched for. Formally, let the transformations Ti and Tj be associated with pro�les Pi and Pj respectively.
Each transformation can be represented by a 4 � 4 matrix while pro�le coordinates can be given in homogeneous
coordinate; then the distance, dij, between two pro�les, Pi and Pj, is expressed by the following expression:

dij(Ti; Pi; Tj; Pj) = min
m;n

jjTi [xin 0 zin 1]t � Tj [xjm 0 zjm 1]tjj: (1)

To simplify the expression for dij, let Xij and Yij be the crossing points of pro�les Pi and Pj respectively:

dij = jjXij � Yijjj: (2)

Figure 1 (c) illustrates the corresponding points of two crossing pro�les; in this case the points Xi and Yj are
the two closest points. Based on this correspondence, the error vector (Xi � Yj) is perpendicular to both Pi and
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Figure 1. Pro�le intersections. (a) Spatial relationships between a set of pro�les collected on a surface. (b)
Intersection between two pro�les. (c) Closest point correspondence between pro�les i and j. (d) Correspondence
of Yj with the tangent plane made from tangent vectors u and v in Xi. (e) Intersecting pro�les and corresponding
distance vectors.



Pj when Pi and Pj are continuous (C1) and in�nite. In practice Pi and Pj are �nite and can be described by a C0

representation such as a connected set of straight line sections. For �nite pro�les, it is imposed that correspondence
be strictly inside the boundaries to meet the crossing condition. Figure 1 (e) depicts the error vectors for a pro�le
arrangement. Finally, the objective function can be evaluated for the whole set of crossing pro�les as follows:

� =
X

ij

d2ij: (3)

The tangent plane based algorithms evaluate the quality of a �t by the distance between a point Yj in one image
j and the tangent plane evaluated at the point intersection Xi in image i resulting from intersection of the surface
normal at Yi and surface of image i. Since a surface normal cannot be evaluated on a pro�le, the evaluation of
the objective function must be adapted to apply that type of algorithm. Figure 1 (d) illustrates the tangent plane
equivalence for the intersection of two crossing pro�les. For two given points Xi and Yj on Pi and Pj respectively,
the tangent vectors u evaluated at Yj on Pj and v evaluated at Xi on Pi are used to de�ne the tangent plane. The
plane can be positioned at Xi, Yj or in between. When Xi and Yj are on C1 continuous pro�les, the error vector
corresponding to the closest points is already aligned along the normal vector of the tangent plane. The expression
for dij in Eq. 3 becomes

dij = At
ijYij; (4)

where Aij is the estimated plane.

2.2. Minimizing the objective function

The objective function, �, estimates the lack of �t of the whole set of crossing pro�les. The problem then consists
in searching for the set of rigid transformations, fTig, that will minimize the objective function when applied to
the corresponding pro�les. Once again, various approaches have been proposed and applied to image registration
in order to minimize this type of objective function. These include direct least squares such as in the ICP and
its variants,13,17 more robust estimations using the least median squares techniques,14 the search over the space
of admissible transformations including Levenberg-Marquardt techniques,18 simulated annealing19 and mechanical
(dynamic) models.20

Usually in image registration, correspondence is reconsidered after minimization and the process is iterated.
However, for the last categories of methods including Levenberg-Marquardt, simulated annealing and dynamics, cor-
respondences are periodically updated during minimization. Many accelerators including specialized data structures
have been proposed for that computationally most demanding part. The interest for using those algorithms is the
possibility to simultaneously register a set of N images, or pro�les in this case. However, there are convergence
parameters that must be set and in the case of pro�les, the large number of transformation parameters make the
solution more di�cult to reach in practice. Sequential update where each structure is moved while other structures
are kept �xed may lead to undesirable local minima of � when the initial conditions are not close to the solution.
Since there is a high number of pro�le crossings, it is proposed instead to divide an iteration into two or more stages
where at each stage, a selected subset of pro�les are allowed to move. The division into pro�le subsets can be done
randomly or based on prior knowledge of the crossings.

2.3. Convergence and stability

In image registration, the iterative process can be repeated until the amount of motion is small, the value of � is
small or, when the reduction of � between two consecutive iterations is below a set threshold. In practice, most of
the re�nement is performed in the �rst iterations and a maximum number of iterations is commonly imposed.

The objective function depends on the observed shape of the object and may include many local minima. It is not
guaranteed that the global minimum has been reached in a given number of iterations. In the case of planar pro�les,
this is especially true since, when there is sensor errors, the global minimumcorresponds to the trivial solution where
all pro�les are in a same plane. The problem is thus ill-de�ned unless the search is constrained in the vicinity of the
initial estimates of the transformations or by adding other constraints. We propose to introduce a stabilizing cost in
the objective function when the sensor's positions and orientations deviate from their original values. In this case,
the objective function becomes



� =
X

i;j

d2ij +
X

i

�ijj�T ijj2: (5)

The factor �i can be set empirically or based on knowledge of the sensor position error when a positioning device
is used.

3. SIMULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS

A series of simulations and experiments were performed to assess the feasibility of pro�le registration in di�erent
situations with di�erent algorithmvariants. The �rst simulation results in Fig. 2 show the compensation of translation
perturbations. A 256�256 range image of various objects was captured in stable position and was used as a reference
model. Figure 2 (a) illustrates the range image where closer objects appear lighter. Each pixel covers an area of
approximately 0:5mm� 0:5mm. From this reference model, both an horizontal and a vertical image of perturbed
pro�les is generated. Each original pro�le is then replaced by a neighboring pro�le whose index is randomly generated
and after having introduced a random o�set along the two axes within the pro�le. Perturbed images are shown in
Figs. 2 (c) and (d) where the perturbation on motion corresponds to �x = �y = �z = 1mm (uncorrelated). Figure 2
(b) shows the ideal corrected image. Isolated black pixels show areas where the surface has not been sampled.
Figure 2 (e) shows the actual corrected image after application of the tangent plane method. Since this particular
case leads to a linear problem, a Cholesky decomposition was used to solve at each iteration in two steps, using
horizontal and vertical pro�les alternately. Figure 2 (f) shows the comparison of the result with Fig. 2 (b). Lighter
areas represent regions where the error is more important. Errors within a pixel appear on edges. A part of the
error arises from the absence of subpixel interpolation in the �nal image reconstruction. Figures 3 (a) to (f) show
the same simulation for a at object laid down on a planar surface. Although the distribution of surface orientations
is more limited in this case, the compensation is still signi�cant.

Di�erent simulations with variants of algorithms including ICP, Levenberg-Marquardt and di�erent minimizing
schemes such as sequential correction of pro�les or sets of pro�les have revealed that non-linearities introduced by
rotation errors may require a closer initial solution to converge properly. To implement the proposed stabilizer in
Eq. 5, the initial sensor positions and orientations were associated with points along their reference frame axes and
those points were matched all along the iterative process.

Learning from those simulations, experiments were conducted where the �rst presented experiment aimed at
testing the method in severe perturbations with coarse initial estimates. The \pumpkin object" partially shown in
Fig. 4 (e) follows grossly the shape of a one meter cylinder with a 20 cm radius. The object was hand-held in front
of a range sensor mounted on a tripod at a distance of nearly 2m from the object. Two images were collected; one
image while the object was held nearly horizontal and a second image while it was held nearly vertical. During both
33 s image scanning procedures, the object was shaken with an amplitude of approximately 20 cm. Figures 4 (c) and
(g) illustrate views of the two sets of pro�les. To assess the level of perturbation by comparison, Figs. 4 (d) and (h)
show similar views of the object for pro�les collected in stable (static) positions. The original perturbed vertical set
of pro�les was grossly manually aligned with the horizontal set of pro�les to initiate the correction process. Figures 4
(b) and (f) show the two corrected sets of pro�les after 30 iterations of the adapted ICP version. Despite strong
perturbations, one can observe that the shape was signi�cantly corrected. Figure 4 (a) shows the combination of the
two corrected sets of pro�les.

The next experiment shows the application of the algorithm to improve results when using a positioning device.
A Biris sensor mounted on a Faro mechanical arm was used to sweep a section of a mannequin head face along two
directions following the surface. Due to positioning device, sensor mounting calibration, and synchronization errors,
the crossing pro�les did not match perfectly. Figure 5 (a) shows the whole set of pro�les in gray shade and the
correspondence error vectors in dark shade before pro�le registration. Figure 5 (b) shows the corrected pro�les and
the corresponding error vectors after 20 iterations. The three curves in Fig. 6 show the monitored error, rotation and
translation with respect to iterations respectively. The global squared error norm is merely the sum of the squared
norm of error correspondence vectors. Actually, it corresponds to the value of the objective function in Eq. 3. After
20 iterations, the average error norm is below the positioning device error and about three times the sensor error.
The global translation squared norm curve results from the monitoring of the sum of translation vector squared
norms applied to every pro�le. Finally, the rotation is monitored by evaluating the expression,
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(rikk � 1)2; (6)

at each iteration, where rikk is a diagonal term of the rotation matrix associated with pro�le Pi. Those curves
show a typical behavior of registration re�nement algorithms where most corrections are performed in the very �rst
iterations.

4. DISCUSSION

This paper has proposed a correction method based on an adaptation of surface range image registration algorithms
to pro�les. To build a rigid set from several crossing pro�les, the main adaptations concern:

� Estimating the correspondences.

� Dividing the set of pro�les to proceed in two steps at each iterations.

� Introducing a constraint to stabilize the minimization of the objective function where the sensors' positions
and orientations disparities are penalized.

Several simulations and experiments were conducted to develop and evaluate the potential of pro�le registration.
Some of the results are reported here and show the feasibility of pro�le registration re�nement to compensate for
scanning errors due to motion. Pro�le registration was applied in both cases when positioning devices are used or
not. The results, although qualitative or globally quantitative, appear promising. It would be desirable to lower the
average error closer to the sensor error level. This could be done by progressively relaxing the stabilizing constraints,
but it is not obvious yet how it can be done automatically and rigorously. Local quantitative analysis and comparison
with ground truth surface models will be made possible using an industrial part inspection software currently under
development at our laboratory. Future developments in pro�le registration will integrate intensity or color in addition
to shape.21

An important motivation under that work is the possibility that a hand-held scanner could provide to sweep
the object surface in a continuous motion. To improve stability and e�ciency of algorithms, one can consider using
patterns composed of pro�les like, for instance, a cross-hair or any more complex patterns of rigid pro�les in the
design of a hand-held sensor. The principle of the method remains identical.
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Figure 2. Simulation with translation perturbations. (a) Initial model. (b) Ideal forecast result. (c) Perturbed
horizontal image. (d) Perturbed vertical image. (e) Result after compensation from horizontal and vertical images.
(f) Di�erence with the ideal forecast image.
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Figure 3. Simulation with translation perturbations. (a) Initial model. (b) Ideal forecast result. (c) Perturbed
horizontal image. (d) Perturbed vertical image. (e) Result after compensation from horizontal and vertical images.
(f) Di�erence with the ideal forecast image.
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Figure 4. Experimental results with strong perturbations both in rotation and translation. (a) Compound result
after correction of both horizontal and vertical acquisitions. (b) Corrected vertical acquisition. (c) Similar view (with
b) of non-corrected vertical acquisition. (d) Similar view (with b) of a dense static acquisition. (e) Range image of
the object captured in static position. (f) Corrected horizontal acquisition. (g) Similar view (with f) of non-corrected
horizontal acquisition.(h) Similar view (with f) of a dense static acquisition.



(a) (b)

Figure 5. Positioning device error correction. (a) Two sets of pro�les in gray shade with the intersecting error
correspondence vectors in dark shade. (b) The same two sets of pro�les after 20 iterations of correction.
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Figure 6. Convergence of the correction process for the mannequin experiment. (a) Progression of the global
squared error norm. (b) Progression of the global translation squared norm. (c) Progression of the global rotation
metric.


